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The committee on Public Health, to whom was referred
much of the Governor’s message (Senate, No. 1

relates to habit-forming drugs, report (in part) the accor
panying resolutio

For th ee

F. P. GLAZIER.

HOUSE No. 1350

Che Commontoealtl) of Massachusetts.
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RESOLUTIONS

Memorializing Congress in Favor of the Passage of Federal
Law to further regulate the use of Narcotic Drugs.

1 Whereas, The number of drug addicts in the United
States has abnormally increased to such an extent as to

3 become a serious menace to the health and welfare of the
4 citizens of this country; and
5 Whereas, The importation of opium and coca leaves
6 and their derivatives has increased beyond necessary
7 proper medical requirements and a great proportion of
8 such importations are illegally sold and distributed
9 throughout the country, due to the lack of sufficiently

10 drastic federal legislation; and
11 Whereas, Under the present federal law it is impossible
12 for the commonwealth of Massachusetts without further
13 assistance from the federal government, to effectively curb

14 the illicit drug traffic existing within its confines; and
15 Whereas , The lack of co-operation between the federal
16 government and the states and the absence of proper and
17 effective legislation throughout the country has made
18 possible the abnormal growth of the illicit drug traffic;
19 therefore be it
20 Resolved, That the senate and house of representatives
21 of the commonwealth of Massachusetts urgently request
22 congress to pass such legislation as will provide for proper
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23 and effective federal regulation of the importation of nar-
-24 cotic drugs and of the sale and distribution thereof, to
25 the end that sufficient quantity thereof may be available
20 only for proper, legitimate medical purposes through the
2/ establishment of properly regulated federal distributing
28 agencies; and be it further
29 Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be sent by
10 the secretary of the commonwealth to the president of
31 the I nited States, the vice president, the speaker of the
12 house of representatives, and the members in congress

from this commonwealth.




